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ABSTRACT

A joint US-USSR program for demonstration of Soviet To obtain this high performance with modest power
thrusters has begun. With the first round of experiments requirements, a closed-drift Hall-type thruster design concept
currently scheduled for October, 1991. This paper will was selected. This paper will describe the development history
summarize available information on the high performance of this concept, theory of operation, and its performance
closed-drift Hall-type thruster which has been developed and parameters.
tested in the USSR. With approximately 54 of these thruster
units in orbit, they have experienced no failures in space. Joint US-USSR demonstration experiments on the Soviet
They are now the preferred method of stationkeeping for USSR stationary plasma thruster (SPT) have been planned. The first
satellites. The thruster concept has been demonstrated to have set of these tests are currently scheduled to begin in October,
a specific impulse in the range from 1500-3000 seconds at 50 1991.
to 70 percent efficiency depending upon propellant, size, power
level, and efficiency required. It can endure thousands of DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOVIET STATIONARY
hours of operation and the start-stop cycle capability numbers PLASMA THRUSTER
in the 1000's depending upon design. These thrusters have
operated at electrical input powers of 0.2 to 6 kW and are With nearly thirty years of space experience, the Soviet EP
scalable-up to 30 kWe and beyond. This paper will discuss program has achieved several important breakthroughs. While
principles of operation, demonstrated performance. much research has been performed on new types of thrusters,

the description that follows will concentrate on the issues
which drove the development and engineering of space-tested
thrusters in the Soviet Union. The driving forces behind this
development include A.M. Andrianov and A. I. Morozov'

INTRDUCTION among others.
INTRODUCTION

The development of electric propulsion in the USSR began
Electric propulsion (EP) has long been proposed for in the late 50's at Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy

satellite stationkeeping and eventually orbit-raising. While it (KIAE) in Moscow. Kurchatov, then performing plasma
has offered a large potential for launch cost savings, a major research for controlled fusion, recognized the importance of the
barrier to its adoption in the West has been the lack of space- high specific impulse potential of electric propulsion: electric
tested electric propulsion hardware and large power supplies, and electromagnetic acceleration of particles could lead to
Over the past thirty years, several thrusters have been thrusters with specific impulses of 103 to 10' seconds. For
developed and space-tested in the USSR. The USSR first comparison, chemical thruster specific impulses are limited to
space-tested an electric thruster in 1964. The USSR began about 300 to 400 seconds while direct nuclear heating to 600
regular use of electric propulsion starting in 1971 on "Meteor" to 800 seconds. Simple electrical arc heating (Arcjets) can
series of satellites. achieve 700 to 1200 seconds. By combining electrical heating

with magnetic forces, still higher specific impulses are
These thrusters meet the requirements for commercial and possible. A.I. Morozov of Kurchatov developed the first

civilian satellite stationkeeping and limited orbital transfer, electric accelerators in a configuration known as Coaxial
Power outputs range from 200 W to several kilowatts, Stationary high-current Plasma Accelerators (CSPA). Later,
depending on design. Specific impulses of 1500 to 3000 interest shifted to low power erosion pulsed thrusters. These
seconds are available at efficiencies of up to 50 to 70%. Most thrusters were suited for application to spacecraft orientation
importantly, USSR researchers have demonstrated the and stationkeeping. The pulsed thruster was first launched in
capability for long lifetime through many stop-start cycles. 1964 on the "Zond-2." These were the first plasma thrusters
The Soviet thrusters are well-suited to either solar or nuclear to work in outer space.
powered satellites.
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A large number of Soviet researchers pursued thruster
concepts including ion thrusters, pulsed plasma thrusters,
colloid thrusters, MPD, and arcjet thrusters. With the goal of
creating a thruster capable of operating at power levels of I Table I.
kW and producing specific impulses of 1000-2000 seconds,
A.I. Morozov developed the concept of a plasma accelerator "Meteor" Design
with closed electron drift and a prolonged acceleration zone in Requirements (1970)
1962-63. During 1964-1969 this accelerator was improved to

become an effective stationary plasma thruster (SPT). Propulsion system mass 45 kg

Thrust 2 gram
By 1969, the thruster performance was good enough that

the director of IAE, Academician A. P. Alexandrov, suggested Service life 100 hours

to the chief designers of Soviet spacecraft that they should test Propellant Xe
SPT in outerspace. In a scene familiar to most Western EP

advocates, Alexandrov was met with skepticism over great the Thruster Power 400 W
untested system. Unlike the West, however, there was one

satellite designer, A.G. Iosiphyan, who accepted the Thruster Efficiency 35%

challenge. By the end of 1969 he had begun work on the

application of the thruster system. Yu.P. Rylov and Yu. V.
Triphonov were assigned to produce a model of the system
with SPT for the satellite "Meteor". The design requirements Table II. The performance of stationary
for this system are summarized in Table I. In May 1970, the plasma thrusters has steadily improved.
design including thruster, power conditioner, propellant tank
and feed had been completed by the "FAKEL" enterprise. Thruster Performance History

At the end of 1971, this system was launched into outer Year 1968 1990

space on board the "Meteor" satellite. It performed Efficiency 35% >50% - <70%
successfully, exceeding all requirements.

Service life > 100 hours 3000 hours

More than 50 improved versions of these thrusters have

been utilized in space on board the Meteor series as well as
other Soviet satellites and spacecraft. There have been no

failures of these systems in space. Over this period of time,
performance has improved substantially as shown in Table II.
Electric propulsion is now established as the preferred method

of st g on S t s . Several technical challenges had to be overcome to make
of stationkeeping on Soviet satellites. the SPT successful. These challenges included instabilities and

THRUSTER OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES materials problems with insulators and electrodes. A key
element of the solution was the use of a nonuniform magnetic

The stationary plasma thruster (SPT) achieves high specific field. The contoured magnetic field is what separates the SPT

impulse (1000 to 3000 s) at low power (<6 kWe) with long from a similar concept suggested slightly earlier in the USA. 2

electrode life (2000 to 4000 hrs). This combination of The contour is designed to decrease the ion flow to the walls.

parameters is not available from the plasma thrusters This is essential for suppressing convective instabilities.

elsewhere. To achieve this performance, several innovations
had to be incorporated in the design. These are described NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION WITH THE SPT
below.

To achieve high specific impulse, jxB forces are used, as To clarify the performance potential of the stationary
in MPD thrusters. Unlike self-field MPD thrusters which plasma thruster (SPT), we have performed some system studies
require megawatts of power, the USSR design requires only a for its use in nuclear electric propulsion from various launch
few kilowatts. This is achieved by the combination of (1) vehicles.
using a low mass flow rate (mg/s), (2) using a Hall accelerator
geometry. To enable this thruster to achieve long life, a Typical characteristics for a closed-drift thruster are listed
plasma cathode is used. in Table III. These are compared with those of other thrusters

under development in the US, as described by their advocates,
A schematic of the SPT is shown in Figure 1. A in Table IV. All these thrusters are capable of operating over

photograph is shown in Figure 2. The plasrra flow is between a range of conditions. The characteristics shown are merely
two concentric dielectric cylinders. The propellant is injected representative of thruster capabilities.
into an annular gas discharge which serves as the anode for the
thruster. An axial electric field is applied. The axial field Concepts for nuclear electric power systems have been
generates an azimuthal Hall current in the ExB direction, developed over a wide range of powers as shown in Table V.
Magnetic coils develop a nearly radial magnetic field (150-200 The lower power concepts should be available for flight soon.
G). The azimuthal current and radial field interact to produce 6 kWe TOPAZ reactors are available already. This technology
an axial jxB thrust which accelerates the propellant. The could be extended to 10 to 30 kWe and could be available for
cathode of the thruster is a special gas-discharge unit with a flight during this decade. The higher power reactors could be
hollow cathode, through which a small amount of xenon is fed. available within 15 to 30 years. These reactors are expected
The magnetic field is not strong enough to trap ions. This to have a five to ten year operating lifetime. Notice the rapid
permits the ions to be accelerated to nearly the full applied decrease in specific mass (kg/kWe) with increasing power.
voltage (100 to 700 V). Consequently, characteristic ion This is characteristic of space nuclear power.
speeds are 10 to 30 km/s.
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Figure 1. Schematic of plasma thruster.

Table I.

SPT-100 Thruster Characteristics

Propellant Xenon

Number of Thrusters I or 2

Electric power/thruster 1350 Watts

I, 1600 sec

Efficiency 50%

Xe flow rate 5 mg/sec

Lifetime 4000 hours

Start/Stop Cycles 3000

Thruster Mass 4 kg

SSystem Dry Mass 8 kg

A comparison of the various thrusters in Table IV for LEO
to GEO orbit raising has previously been presented by us along
with a more detailed description of the nuclear power sources.

Nuclear electric propulsion is capable of delivering
payloads form LEO to Mars orbit even with modest initial

Figure 2. A photograph of a stationary plasma thruster launch masses. Assuming a continuous burn for the electric
SPT-70 is shown. thruster, the Av required for this mission is 11 km/s (± 10%).'

The payloads delivered to Mars orbit by the SPT in addition to
the nuclear electric power propulsion systems are shown in
Figure 3 for launch vehicles ranging from the Delta-2 to the
projected Heavy Lift Cargo Vehicle (HLCV). For reference,
the mass each launch vehicle delivers to LEO (100 nmi) is
shown on the left edge of the plot. The abscissa is the trip
time in days. For comparison, similar calculations have been
performed for the other thrusters listed in Table IV are shown
in Figure 4 through Figure 7. Low Isp thrusters such as the
ammonia arcjet sre at a disadvantage for this mission.
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Table IV. The comparison of various thrusters.

Thruster Isp Efficiency Specific Tankage Source
(seconds) (%) Mass Fraction for of Data

(kg/kWe) Propellant _

NHI Arcjet 810 31 5 0.01 NASA-Lewis,
RRC

1400 33.5 5 0.15 RRC
H, Arcjet

1150 43.5 5 0.15 RRC

Xe Hall Thruster 1600 50 3 0.09 FAKEL
(SPT)

Xe Ion 3890 76 6.2 0.09 (JPL)

100 nin.
LEO

i05  ( Mo)
H10 . --- In addition to stationkeeping and LEO-Geo orbital transfer,SCV this engine is very attractive for Lunar-Martian missions where

" . . mass is worth $10 to $100 per gram. The Xenon propellant
o might also be attractive for large AV orbital transfer missions

S from LEO. These thrusters also have application to the study
STS Yof ionospheric physics.5
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Figure 3. Closed-drift Hall thruster with xenon

fraction =0.09)

The SPT, like many electric propulsion engines, operates
best with heavy gases with relatively low ionization potentials, 2 __
such as lithium or xenon. Since metallic fuels, such as - 2 1 1
lithium, raise satellite integration issues, xenon is generally 10 10 10 10
preferred for low thrust low AV missions. Xenon had become Trip Time (Days)
very expensive over the past couple years as applications of
xenon have developed faster than the supply. This has Figure 4. Arcjet with ammonia propellant (i=31%,
prompted increases in manufacturing capacity and prices are Isp=810 s, tankage fraction =0.01).
now declining. In any event, SPT thrusters are capable of
working with a variety of propellants, such as krypton, argon
and the other rare gases.
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